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                Running Mate | Group Discussion Questions 
 Week 3 | Chapters 7-9 

 

Digest the story:  
1. Describe the various explanations that Franklin offers at the press 

conference to justify his running mate decision, including the one that 
involved “eight hundred thousand dead bodies.”    

2. Why is Karim Felix concerned about Senator Dorsey’s response to her 
meeting with Governor Franklin’s son, Robert? 

3. Describe the confrontation with China that interrupted the upscale dinner 
party with Franklin’s chief supporters. 
 

Consider current Events: 
1. What aspects of America’s relationship with China have been important 

during this year’s election campaign? 
2. Compare the tension between Franklin and William Coleman with that of the 

Democrat and Republican leadership as they struggled to relate to non-
traditional candidates throughout this campaign. 

3. Robert Franklin tried to keep his past mistakes from entering the campaign 
spotlight.  Discuss the major scandals and bombshells that are impacting this 
year’s Presidential race.  How much emphasis do these items deserve? 
 

Think about leadership:  
1. Maurice Franklin justified his invitation to Senator Dorsey by citing the 

diverse teams he had surrounded himself with in business. What is the 
proper balance between mission-alignment (unity) on a team and the need 
for a diverse range of views and opinions (diversity)? 

2. What are the pros and cons of “political correctness”?  
 

Jesus is My Running Mate 
1. Jesus was criticized for surrounding himself with people who were different 

from him (Luke 15:1-2). What is behind our human tendency to avoid or 
mistreat people who think, act, or look different than we are?  

2. Jesus remained focused on his values and mission despite a diverse range of 
relationships. Do you know anyone like this? One a scale of 1-10, rate your 
own ability to embrace people without losing your integrity.  
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